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Oral history interview with Gavriel Arbel 
Summary 
 
Gavriel Arbel was born in Budapest, Hungary, on March 8, 1922. His father (Wilhelm) was an 
engineer who worked for the Hungarian railways. He finished high school, but was not accepted 
into a university because of the quota so he worked with his father and trained to do 
construction. In 1943 he was one of two Jews in Hungary to be accepted into university. But 
two weeks later he was told to go to a labor camp that was organized like the military. He got 
injured so he was sent to a military hospital in Szeged, in southern Hungary. From there he was 
sent to a town in northern Hungary, Körösmező (now Yasinia, Ukraine). In March 1944, his 
platoon was on the border in the Carpathian Mountains, in a town called Berezow Sredny [PH] 
on the Polish border. One third of the men were seriously ill and died. Their commanding 
officer was cruel. They built a bridge on a river. 
In August 1944 they were sent to a different front, via the same town where they had been 
before, Körösmező. He was assigned to work for a division of the Mountain Fighters, which 
constantly went between the Polish and the Austrian borders. At the end of November 1944, 
he was at the Austrian/German border, when an order came to hand all Jews to the Germans. 
He and a few others were sent to Sopron, a city on the Hungary-Austria border, and from there 
they were sent to Schattendorf, Austria.  
 
At the end of March 1945, they went on a march that lasted three-four days, walking 30-40 
kilometers each day. From there they were sent by train to Mauthausen concentration camp. 
They were there for about two weeks. At the beginning of April, they went on a three-day 
march to Gunskirchen camp. About ten days before the end of the war, a group of high-ranking 
German army officers told them about not to try to escape since they would ensure that the 
camp would be transferred to the Red Cross or the Allies. Later, during the Rezső Kastner trial, 
he would find out, that the officer who spoke to them was Kurt Becher and another one there 
was Kastner.  
 
A few days later, an American tank entered the camp. The Americans soldiers arrived the next 
morning. He was very weak at this point and stayed in the barracks. The next day, May 6, the 
gates of the camp were opened and everyone who could left. He walked for a day to Wels, 
Austria, where the American Military Police directed them to the Red Cross. From there they 
were taken by truck to Hörsching, Austria, where they stayed for two-three months. Then he 
returned to Hungary. When he got home, at the end of July-beginning of August, his mother 
told him that Hungarian Arrow Cross had killed his father in December 1944. He says that his 
mother saw Wallenberg help some people near where they lived; he helped them get away 
from the Arrow Cross and German Nazis.  
In 1949, via Czechoslovakia he and his mother went to Vienna, and then to Israel.  
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